
EXTENDED HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT 

ENGLISH      WORKSHEET 1            16.10.19                                                                                   

1.  Scientists __________ for information about how animals communicate.(search, searches) 

     

     

   

2.  A police officer _________ with the Crime Watch program to keep 

our neighbourhood safe.(investigate, investigates) 

 3.   They __________ playing in the park. (is, are) 

     

   

4.  Matthew often _________ the four flights of stairs for 

exercise.(climb, climbs) 

5.  Laurel and Hardy ________ famous comedians.(was, were) 

6.  Either Mom or Dad ___________ the dishes.(does, do) 

     

     

   

7.  Neither Angela nor her friends ________ going to the concert.(is, 

are) 

     

     

   

8. Choose the correct verb to complete the following sentence: Each of 

the pictures ________ a star's autograph on it.(have, has) 

   

9.  The neighbors down the street ________ going to water our plants 

while we are away.(is, are) 

     

     

   

10. __________ your friends from Australia arrived yet?(has,have) 

  

  

 

 

 

 



ENGLISH     WORKSHEET 2          17.10.19                                                                                        

I  Fill in the blanks with an appropriate preposition. 

1. I was waiting ......................... the bus stop when I met Larry.(at, 
on, from) 
 

2. Is there any milk__________ the bottle? (on, in, under) 

 

3I was _______ my way to work when I met with an accident.(in, at, 
on) 

 
4. Please don't stand in the door - you are _______ my way.(in, on, at) 

 

5. There is no way ________ proving that he was lying.(to, of, for) 
 
6. She has acted ________ several movies.(in, on, with) 

 

7. Have you put the meat ........................ the fridge? (in, at, over) 

 

8. I haven't seen her after she moved ________Canada.(at, to, in) 

 

9. Can you put the child ________ bed?(to, into, in) 
 
10. The President will appear __________television tonight.(in, on, to) 

 

II Write a paragraph on ‘your favourite sportsperson’ in not more 
than 100 words 

 

 

 

 

 



ENGLISH     WORKSHEET 3         17.10.19                                                        

Complete the sentences with the best adverb. 

slowly carefully beautifully well loudly carelessly easily excitedly finally 
suddenly quickly quietly 

1. Come here ____________. You have to see this! 
2. We knew that she had got the job when we saw her _________ 

talking on the phone. 
3. He ______________ put the vase on the table. It fell to the floor. 
4. Sharon is throwing a party on Saturday. She ___________ finished 

her PhD. 
5. Let's walk ________________. I don't want to be the first one at the 

meeting. 
6. Alex _____________ put up the bookshelves. It was too difficult for 

me to do on my own. 
7. Every thing happened so ______________. We had to move to 

California in less than a month. 
8. Why does he always have to talk so ____________. You can hear 

him in the next room! 
9. Although she speaks five languages, she did not do ___________ on 

the translation exam. 
10. I was so surprised. His new apartment was _____________ 

decorated. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Subject: - Mathematics Activities planned for 17, 18 and 19th Oct 

Class 6 17-10-19 Make types of triangles(based on sides and angles) using Match sticks 

 18-10-19 Show the  parts a circle using woollen thread with different colours 

 19-10-19 Prepare all  the types of angles using Ice cream sticks 

 


